In a line of tabby (Ta) mice selected for high vibrissa score the frequency of the brown (b) gene has been steadily increasing. Brown mice do not have higher vibrissa scores, nor do they have higher viability or fertility. However, the Ta+ offspring of brown mothers have higher scores than those of black mothers, leading to selection of mice carrying the brown gene.
INTRODUCTION
An experiment in selection for high and low vibrissa score in a stock segregating for the tabby (Ta) gene has been maintained for 18 generations. The vibrissa score used is the total number of secondary vibrissae on the face and fore limbs. This is an almost completely invariant character in normal mice, but tabby mice show reduced scores and a sufficient degree of variation to permit selection (Dun 1959; Dun and Fraser 1959) . The brown (b) gene was segregating in the original stock and as the heterozygous tabby phenotype is easier to detect in black agouti than in brown agouti mice it was decided to remove the b gene from the stock. The elimination of the gene was successful in the low line but in the high line the selection differential was reduced too much and after the fifth generation no further selection against brown mice was practised. From this time the number of brown mice in the high line increased fairly steadily from a frequency of 0 ·16 at generation 6 to 0·74 at generation 18. Vibrissa score is under polygenic control but brown is a simple clear-cut Mendelian recessive which has no obvious effect on any laboratory fitness character. As most correlated characters which have been studied are fitness characters it seemed worth while to investigate this cai>c.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The basic stock in this work was the high line from the tabby selection stock (HST) established by Fraser and Dun (1958) . It was formed by crossing the inbred lines CBA and 10l with three stocks containing the Ta gene. Tabby is a sex-linked semi-dominant mutant which reduces the vibrissa number from an almost invariant 19 in the wild type to 10-19 in Ta+ females and 5-13 in Ta' males and TaTa females.
The system of mating was such that Ta+ females and +. males were used in one generation and + + females and Ta' males in the next. Selection was only on * Division of Animal Genetics, C.S.I.R.O., University of Sydney.
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353 tabby mice; no direct selection on normal mice was ever practised. Each generation litters were ranked according to the scores of the tabby mice in them. Tabby mice were selected on their own scores but litter rankings were used if two or more mice had the same score. + + and +. mice for mating were chosen on litter ranking alone, i.e. on the scores of their tabby sibs. Matings were assortative but sib matings were avoided.
Relaxed selection lines (XHST, XLST) were set up from the 11th generation of HST and LST using the same system except that matings were set up at random. Maternal effect lines (HME, LME) , which differed from the tabby selection lines in that Ta+ females and +. males were used as parents every generation, were estab.
lished from the 13th generation of selection. The method of scoring was as described by Fraser and Kindred (1960) .
III. RESULTS
The frequency of brown mice was plotted against generation and a regression line, which was significant (P<O'OOl), fitted (Fig. 1) . The correlation between frequency of brown mice and vibrissa score was also very high. The correlation coefficients for vibrissa scores of Ta+ and Ta· mice with the number of brown mice per generation were 0·93 and O' 94 respectively.
That selection for vibrissa score caused the increase in the brown gene is clearly demonstrated in XHST where selection has been suspended. In this line the percent. age of brown mice does not show any increase (Fig. 2) .... It was not possible, over the whole experiment, to separate the scores of homo: zygous (BB) and heterozygous (Bb) black mice, as progeny tests had not been made to distinguish these genotypes; but where such comparison could be made there was no significant difference. Therefore, the increase in brown mice could not be due to higher scores in heterozygotes, a situation which would cause the frequency of brown mice to increase and then come to equilibrium with black.
Higher viability or fertility of brown mice could easily account for their increase. As only one litter from each female was used in the experiment, the most important aspects of fertility are litter size and mothering ability. The mean litter sizes of black and brown mice at birth and at weaning are given in Table 1 . There is no significant 6 -1
difference between the mean litter sizes of black and brown mothers at birth or the mean number of offspring dying before weaning. Viability figures are only given for mice between the ages of 10 days, when the colour is recorded, and 3 weeks, when unwanted mice are killed. In the whole experiment only 43 mice have died during this period and of these 22 have been black and 21 brown. As it would be unusual for a mutant to be more viable than the wild type, differences in viability can be safely ruled out as a cause for the increase of the b gene.
A greater variance of vibrissa number in brown mice could result in brown lllicebeing selected for mating more frequently than black mice, even though the mean vibrissa scores for the two groups did not differ. The variances of black and brown mice for the Ta+ and Ta' genotypes are shown in Table 2 . In Ta' males for the first part of the experiment the variance of brown mice was greater, but not great enough to account for the rapid increase in frequency of the b gene. In later generations when the variance was not greater there was no corresponding decrease in the number of browns. The variance of brown Ta+ females is higher in most generations but not in all, and the fluctuations in the variance bear no relation to the fluctuations in the frequency of brown mice. After the sixth generation the distribution of vibrissa scores ofTa+ mice become markedly skewed toward" the high end as selection moved the line towards the canalization zone (FraRer and Kindred 1960) . It is difficult to predict the effects of differences in the shape of the distribution of vibrissa score but, if the bb distribution were strongly skewed, this could be expected to influence the number of brown mice. In Figure 4 distributions are given for alternate generations only, as the greater numbers of Ta+ mice bred in these generations gave more reliable curves. Clearly, there is no difference in the shapes of these distributions.
There remains the possibility that brown female mice have offspring which, regardless of their colour, have higher vibrissa scores-thus allowing the brown mothers to contribute more to the selected population. Figure 5 shows the mean vibrissa score of offspring of black and brown female mice. The difference is not very great but brown females consistently have Ta+ progeny with higher vibrissa scores.
As litter ratings were used in selection of both tabby and non-tabby mice, this difference will be considerably exaggerated. If this is the case, the frequency of brown mothers of selected mice should be higher than that for the mothers of the whole generation while there should be no such difference for the fathers. The frequencies for generations 7-18 are given in Table 3 ; generations 1-6 were omitted as a variable amount of selection against brown mice was practised. For generations 7-18 there is a significant excess of brown mothers among the parents of selected mice, and a small, non-significant excess of brown fathers. Although this latter is probably due to chance, the system of assortative mating may be partly responsible.
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has reached 0·86 but in the comparable generation of the maternal effect line it is 0'97, i.e. 93% of mice are brown (Fig. 6 ).
In the tabby selection experiment, selection for vibrissa score in Ta+ females cannot be used to observe the effects of the maternal influence as the phenotypic gain is further complicated by proximity to the canalization zone (Fraser and Kindred 1960 ) which causes reduction of phenotypic variation. In Ta difficulty and the effect on selection can be observed. Figure 7 shows the mean vibrissa number of HST Ta· males plotted against generation. From generations 9-15 there is practically no response to selection and this is the period when black and brown mice occurred in approximately equal numbers. Owing to the maternal effect of the brown gene, offspring of black mice were unlikely to be selected even though they may have been genetically superior. In the earlier and later stages of the experiment, when the majority of mice in a generation were of the one colour, selection response was quite satisfactory.
IV. DISCUSSION
In mammals, since the mother is responsible for the nutrition of the offspring both before birth and for some time after, it is hardly surprising that the size and physiological state of the mother should have an important effect on the growth of the offspring. Many studies have been made showing the importance of pre· and postnatal maternal effects on body weight and litter size (Venge 1950; Bateman 1954; Chai 1956; Brumby 1960; Falconer 1960) .
Maternal effects on morphological characters have attracted much less attention. Crosses between inbred strains of mice frequently reveal maternal effects on the number of vertebrae (Russell 1948; Green and Russell 1951; McLaren and Mitchie 1958; Green and Green 1959) . Other skeletal characters have been shown to exhibit similar sensitivity (Griineberg 1952; Deol 1955) .
In all these studies the maternal genotype has been considered as a whole; maternal effects determined by single genes (or possibly a group of closely linked genes) have rarely been reported in mammals. This is probably because crosses are usually made between markedly different stocks. The results reported here were obtained within a comparatively small, closed selection stock and the only apparent difference in the mothers was their colour. Even more pronounced is the maternal effect due to the tabby gene (Kindred 1961) which is very apparent even after backcrossing to inbred strains. Both these crosses show marked interaction between genotype of parent and offspring. Only Ta+ offspring show the maternal effect; + +, +', or Ta· sibs are apparently insensitive. An interaction between genotypes of mother and offspring was also found by Brumby (1960) in his work on body weight of mice.
The most striking fact to emerge is the marked lack of response to selection which occurred when black and brown mice occurred at about equal frequencies. If maternal effects such as this are at all frequent, the results in both laboratory experiments and field selection could be very important.
